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ENGL 1102: FUTURE WARS – MILITARY SCIENCE FICTION
P2: MWF, 1:05-1:55 PM, Skiles 170
E: MWF, 3:05-3:55 PM, Clough 125

Image source: http://copehan4.rssing.com/chan-3589198/all_p45.html

Professor: Dr. Andrea Krafft
Email: akrafft3@gatech.edu
Office: Stephen C. Hall Building, 006
Fall 2016 Office Hours: MWF, 12:00-12:50, 2:05-2:45, and by appointment
Course website: http://blogs.iac.gatech.edu/militarysf1102

Course Description
Every ENGL 1102 course at Georgia Tech addresses rhetorical principles and emphasizes how
communication is multimodal or WOVEN (written, oral, visual, electronic, and nonverbal). This course
continues the goals of ENGL 1101 while emphasizing research and literary analysis. While all ENGL
1102 courses share the same basic outcomes, every instructor approaches the course through a distinct
theme based on his or her own research interests.
In our sections of ENGL 1102, we will consider how the genre of science fiction has always been
concerned with the ethical issues surrounding violent conflicts and the construction of power. We will
think about how writers such as H.G. Wells and Robert Heinlein have depicted warfare as it relates to the
citizens of Earth and other worlds. Furthermore, we will reflect on how future wars in science fiction are
often a lens through which we can examine the ramifications of real-world combat (such as how Joe
Haldeman’s The Forever War relates to the author’s experiences in Vietnam). Our course will not only
deal with military themes but also focus on how science fictional texts allow for introspection about
issues such as colonization, ecology, and the construction of gender roles. We will explore these topics
not only through science fiction but also through multimodal or WOVEN projects.
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Approach to the Course
The way we will spend time in class will vary. The majority of our meetings will involve active
discussions of course readings and assignments. Class time may include the following activities:






Discussions about readings and assignments
In class assignments and quizzes, both individually and in groups
Workshops, including peer review, editing, and in-class planning / writing
Student Presentations
Lectures, by the instructor

Participation, Preparedness, and Ethical Behavior
Because so many class periods will be discussion-based, you should participate by:
 Asking questions
 Responding to the contributions of your classmates
 Notetaking
 Contributing to small group activities
I recommend preparing for class discussions by:
 Writing potential comments and questions ahead of time
 Bringing assigned readings to class (so you can refer to them during discussion or activities)
 Scheduling your time carefully so that you can complete readings and assignments
Please do not be afraid to speak up, as the classroom functions best as a collaborative space in which
every student actively participates. While I encourage open discussions, I expect all students to act in a
respectful and civil manner. Always be mindful of how your comments may relate to another individual’s
beliefs and identity.

Absences, Lateness, and Leaving Early
As per the Writing and Communication Program Common Policies, you may miss 4 classes over the
course of the semester without penalty to your grade (aside from missed in-class work).
Absences that are officially exempted by the Institute will not count against your total, but exemptions are
difficult to get. Only the Dean of Students (for illness and
emergencies) and the Office of the Registrar (for sports, field trips for
other classes, and other relevant events) can excuse absences.
Each absence past 4 results in the deduction of 1/3 of a letter grade
from your final grade. Students who miss 8 classes will automatically
fail the course.
I begin class on time and I consider you to be late if you come in when
class has started. I will permit you to be late (or to leave class early for
an appropriate reason) up to 3 times without penalty (with the
exception of missing a quiz). Every time you are late past the first 3
times, I will dock your participation grade an increasing
percentage value (1% for 4th lateness, 2% for 5th lateness, and so on).
If you are late, please check in with me after class to ensure that I
marked you on my roll sheet.

Image source: http://military.onlineclock.net/
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Expected Student Outcomes
In addition to the course outcomes for all English 1102 courses listed in the Common Policies, this course
includes the following outcomes:
 Analyzing all kinds of texts through a rhetorical lens (that is, understanding the relationship
between writer / designer, audience, context, and argument)
 Producing arguments that demonstrate awareness of the rhetorical situation, organization,
conventions in grammar and mechanics, and the thoughtful integration and attribution of outside
sources
 Improving multimodal communication skills and understanding the different affordances of
writing, visual design, electronic media, and oral / nonverbal forms
 Understanding that communication is a process that involves drafting, revision, editing, and
reflection
 Honing critical thinking skills by exploring the theoretical and social contexts behind military
science fiction

WOVEN Communication

Writing
Nonverbal

Electronic






Oral

Visual

The primary goal of this class is to
improve your communication
competence. As you produce texts
in all modalities, consider
rhetorical factors such as purpose,
audience, design, and genre
conventions. Additionally, strive
to develop a personal style that
characterizes your written and
non-written artifacts so that you
not only inform and persuade your
readers, but also entertain them. In
this course, expect to work largely
on these things, remembering that
these modes work together, not
separately:

Written communication: You need to write well, so this semester you’ll work on language
conventions, coherent and logical argumentation, and citation practices.
Oral communication: You need to speak well, so this semester you’ll work on participating
during class and group discussions and preparing formal presentations.
Visual communication: You need to design well, so this semester you’ll work on effective layout
practices involving text and visual aids and producing videos and illustrations that achieve a
rhetorical purpose.
Electronic communication: You need to use software well, so this semester you’ll work on
learning not only new practices for familiar applications but also how to use potentially unfamiliar
digital tools.
Nonverbal communication: You need to use nonverbal communication well, so this semester
you’ll work on engaging with your audience through eye contact, gestures, posture, vocal
modulation, and sound.
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Required Materials








WOVENText (Georgia Tech’s textbook for first-year composition, accessible via Red Shelf)
H.G. Wells. The War of the Worlds (1898). CreateSpace. ISBN: 9781936594054. Paperback
Robert Heinlein. Starship Troopers (1959). Penguin. ISBN: 9780441783588. Paperback.
Joe Haldeman. The Forever War (1974). St. Martin’s. ISBN: 9780312536633. Paperback.
Jaym Gates and Andrew Liptak, eds. War Stories: New Military Science Fiction (2014). Apex.
ISBN: 9781937009267. Paperback.
Other readings will be available on T-Square

You can find our course textbooks at the GA Tech Bookstore, which is located at 48 5th Street, NW (at the
corners of Spring Street and 5th Street).

Required Equipment and Software









Laptop (or Tablet)
o You must bring this to class every day
o Please use your laptop or tablet for course purposes only
Smartphone
o Not a replacement for a laptop or tablet, but useful for certain class activities
o Please silence this during class time
Google Drive, OneDrive, or Dropbox (or a cloud service that’s accessible from any computer)
o Back up all course work!
Reliable internet connection
o The majority of our course will involve digital readings and assignments
o This is necessary to access WOVENText, the course blog, T-Square, GA Tech email, and
other resources
Office Suite capable of producing files in .doc / .docx, .ppt / .pptx, and .pdf formats
o I will not accept files that are not in the correct format
Pens and paper
o For in-class drafting activities, quizzes, etc.
The ability to print in both black and white and color
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Summary of Major Assignments














Reading Quizzes and In-Class Work: I will occasionally begin class with quizzes or small writing
activities about the content of the day’s reading. Some in-class writing assignments will be graded.
Such assignments will factor into your participation grade in the course.
Piazza Forum: In order to guide class discussion, you will post brief thoughts or open-ended
questions on Piazza responding to either readings or discussion topics. You should post at least 3
times a week (ideally more), and 1 of these 3 posts should directly respond to another student’s post.
Blog Posts: You will create blog posts about a variety of topics over the course of the semester. Your
blog posts must be analytical in nature and demonstrate critical thinking. Each blog post will have a
set topic and guidelines.
o Not all posts will be in a written form – some will be videos or involve images.
o Blog posts should be posted by the time listed in the specific assignment description
o Feel free to use the comments feature in WordPress to discuss your work with one another
Source Read + Class Lead (Individual Blog Post + Group Presentation): On an assigned date,
you will be responsible for not only the required reading but also the recommended reading, which
will be a scholarly article or book chapter that provides pertinent context or analysis of the day’s text.
Individually, you will write a brief blog post about the recommended reading, in which you
summarize its central argument and important sub-points. As a group, you will be responsible for
kicking off the day’s class with an organized presentation in which you explain the recommended
reading and how it illuminates the day’s central text. In addition, your group should provide a mini
biography of the author and his or her historical context as it pertains to the required reading. You
will need to communicate with one another ahead of time in order to avoid redundancy and repetition
within your presentation.
Archival Project: After we read early examples of military science fiction, you will visit the GA
Tech library archives in order to locate, scan, and analyze a short story from a vintage science fiction
magazine. You should locate a story that is NOT in the syllabus and that is from the 1930s-1960s and
then scan the story, its inclusive illustrations, and the magazine’s cover (using a smartphone app).
You will then read the story and write a brief paper making an argument for how the story fits into
the science fiction genre and how the story envisions war or violent conflict. At the end of this
project, we will have our own online archive of some early science fiction stories involving war and
conflict.
Multimodal Comparative Essay (Partner Project): After we read Starship Troopers and The
Forever War, you will design an argument that assesses the significance of a theme or detail that is
present in both novels. Given that we often experience military science fiction through media such as
film and television, you will convey meaning in your essay by combining writing with modes such as
the visual (via self-created and found images), the electronic (by exploring HTML / online
platforms), and the oral and nonverbal (through audio and video recordings). As such, you will
produce not a purely written document but rather a multimodal (or WOVEN) essay.
Military Futures Research Presentation (Group Project): As we read examples of contemporary
military science fiction, you will research how the armed forces are preparing for future warfare. In
groups, you will use scholarly sources to learn about topics such as bioweapons, super soldiers, and
cyberattacks. In addition, each group will need to provide pop cultural examples to demonstrate how
fiction often inspires or even predicts the shape of wars to come. This assignment will break down
into multiple parts including an annotated bibliography, a presentation rehearsal, and a final
presentation in which you explain your research findings to the class in an engaging and creative
manner.
Final Portfolio: In lieu of a final exam, this final portfolio will collect examples of your work
throughout the semester in draft and final form and will also include a self-review essay about your
communication skills over the course of the semester. This portfolio is required for all students in
ENGL 1101 and 1102 courses.
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Grade Distribution









Participation (including quizzes and in-class work): 10%
Piazza Forum: 10%
Blog Posts (see assignment sheets for more detail about each of the following)
o Multimodal Diagnostic Video: 5%
o Wells Close Reading: 5%
Source Read + Class Lead: 10%
Archival Project: 10%
Multimodal Comparative Essay: 15%
Military Futures Research Presentation: 20%
Final Reflective Portfolio: 15%

General Assignment Policies







Due dates for assignments are in the course calendar, and I will provide more detailed assignment
descriptions throughout the semester. It is your responsibility to be aware of these requirements.
Should you have any questions, concerns, or issues about an assignment, speak to me before the
assignment is due so I can help you.
Maintain copies of all assignments that you submit, even after you have received a grade. Do not
save over draft copies, as these will be important in your final portfolio and for revision. Keep all
files until at least you have received your final course grade.
Always back up your assignments in the cloud and preferably also with a second method such as a
flash drive. I also recommend saving into a Word file anything that you plan on posting on the class
website.
Ensure that all of your assignments are free of grammatical, syntactic, and mechanical errors.
If you quote or paraphrase someone else’s material, please use MLA parenthetical citations as well as
a works cited list. Not citing outside sources counts as plagiarism. If you need help with MLA style,
please refer to WOVENText beginning on page 823 or the OWL Purdue website,
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01.

Content Warning
Many of the texts that we will
examine this semester involve
graphic depictions of physical
and psychological violence. I
hope that we can explore this
content reflectively and
analytically. If you have any
questions or issues about the
course content, I encourage
you to speak to me
individually.
A captured brain bug from Starship Troopers
Image source: http://www.popmatters.com/feature/191583-the-only-good-bug-is-adead-bug-starship-troopers-and-the-politics-o/
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Late Assignments
Individual assignments will be penalized for lateness in distinct ways, as per the assignment descriptions. As
a general rule, avoid submitting late work, as many assignments relate to particular readings or units in the
course.
However, late work with a penalty or incomplete work is better than submitting no work at all, which will
always result in a grade of zero. Many assignments involve multiple components and missing one component
will negatively impact your progress with the assignment as a whole.
Technology failure is not an excuse for a late assignment. If WordPress or T-Square are not functioning
properly when you attempt to submit something, you can always send me an email attachment of the
assignment and a screenshot or email confirming the system error. If this occurs, you must go back and post
your assignment to the proper website once it is working again.

Missing In-Class Assignments
Except for absences officially exempted by the Institute or exceptional and unanticipated situations, I do not
allow students to make up missed quizzes, presentations, or in-class assignments. Missing in-class work is
counted as a “zero”.

Revising Assignments

Image source: https://images-1.wuaki.tv/system/shots/22359/original/live-dierepeat-edge-of-tomorrow-1446472610.jpeg and Make a Meme

You will have an opportunity to revise some of your work in this class. When you revise, focus on the
substance of the project, not on superficial errors in grammar and mechanics. Please also note that, when I
provide feedback, I will not mark every single errors or weak point in a project, so use your best judgment
about what to revise and be careful and thorough.
You may choose to revise 1 blog post or the archival project (i.e., any individually produced project). In
order to be allowed any revision, your original submission must meet minimum project requirements (such
as word count and being on time). Then, you must send me an email or meet with me no later than 72 hours
after I return the grade for the assignment. In the email or meeting, you must tell me what the most central
issues with the initial assignment were (beyond the grade), what your plan for revision is, and a deadline for
when you will submit the revised assignment (which can be no later than 1 week after the meeting and must
occur prior to the last class meeting).
The revised assignment will receive an entirely new grade (not an average of the old and new grade). I do not
guarantee a higher grade for revised work, but a revision cannot bring your grade down (unless you
plagiarize the revised assignment).
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How I Communicate With the Class
I will always make the syllabus, assignment
descriptions, relevant course readings, and
other information available to you via TSquare. If you have trouble accessing any
documents, you can always email me.
I will frequently (typically at the end of
each class day) post announcements about
readings and assignments on T-Square and
will also send these announcements to your
GA Tech email through that site.

Image source: http://oneofus.net/2014/04/the-top-ten-starship-captains-of-the-small-screen/

I will return graded work on T-Square and
will not discuss specific details of grades
via email, though I am happy to do so
during office hours.

If you are missing an assignment or I have other concerns, I will email your GA Tech email address through
the T-Square system (so please check your inbox regularly).

Contacting Me and Your Classmates
Since this is a writing and communication course, please make sure that all your emails to me and your
fellow classmates reflect proper spelling and etiquette. Make sure that you mention ENGL 1102 in your
subject line, and please include proper salutations and a signature with your name. Please also address myself
and your classmates in a respectful and considerate fashion.
I check my email frequently, but be mindful that it can take me up to 24 hours to reply, potentially longer
during weekends or holidays. Please note that I may not respond to emails sent after midnight.
If you have a question about an assignment or reading that is not personal to you alone, you may want to use
Piazza – your classmates might respond or be interested in my response.
I encourage you to email me if you have questions that cannot be answered by the syllabus or an assignment
description. Given enough time, I can often look at a portion or an assignment (such as an introductory
paragraph) to offer my assistance. However, if you want to discuss paper drafts or assignment feedback,
office hours will probably work better than email communications.

Office Hours and Appointments
I hold my office hours in Hall 006 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 12:00-12:50, 2:05-2:45, and
at other times by appointment. Please note that my office hours are first come, first serve. If I have to cancel
office hours for any reason, I will notify the class electronically and will post a sign to my office if possible.
If you need to schedule an appointment outside of my regular office hours, please provide me with at least
24 hours of notice. For those of you who need to schedule appointments, Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays are always best for me (and Skype meetings / Google Hangouts are also a possibility).
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Plagiarism Policy
Many assignments in this course will involve research and you will learn proper citation and attribution
techniques throughout the semester. Accordingly, whenever you use another person’s language, ideas,
images, or other material (through summary, paraphrasing, or direct quotation), you must acknowledge the
source through quotation marks, a citation, or other appropriate methods. If you do not acknowledge the
source, you are guilty of plagiarism and will receive a zero for the assignment. In addition, I am required to
report any incidents of plagiarism to the Office of Student Integrity.
To clarify, any of the following instances are plagiarism:
 Using someone else’s ideas in your own words,
without documenting the source
 Submitting a project created by someone else and
claiming to be the author
 Reusing an assignment created in another course
without the permission of both instructors (as every
assignment in this course requires original / new
work)
 Modifying an image, sound clip, video, or another
multimedia source without citing the source
 Cutting and pasting materials without citation

Image source: http://www.tombsofkobol.com/bsg/2003-cylons01.html

If you ever have any questions about proper citation techniques or feel tempted to plagiarize because of a
lack of time, talk to me. The tutors in the Communication Center (Clough 447) are also a helpful resource if
you need assistance with projects in this course.

Common Policies
Georgia Tech’s Writing and Communication Program has common, program-wide policies regarding these
areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Georgia Tech General Education Outcomes for English 1101 and English 1102
Learning Outcomes for English 1101 and English 1102
Evaluation Equivalencies
Evaluation Rubric
Course Completion
Attendance
Dean of Students and Counseling Center
Safety
Participation in Class
Non-Discrimination
Communication Center
Accommodations
Academic Misconduct
Syllabus Modifications
Final Instructional Class Days and Reading Periods
Multimodal Reflection Portfolio and Mahara

You can access these common Writing and Communication Program policies at
http://blogs.iac.gatech.edu/wcppolicies/engl-1101-and-engl-1102-common-policies-fall-2016/. You are
required to acknowledge that you have read, understood, and intend to comply with these policies.
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Course Calendar






Reading and writing assignments are listed on the date they are due (by the start of class unless
otherwise specified)
o Piazza isn’t on the schedule – post on the forum at least 3 times a week for 10 weeks total
o You only have to do one of the read / lead assignments (but all are listed below)
o We meet on MWF, but some due dates fall on Sa, S, T, or Th (listed below)
Readings / viewings that are not in the textbooks are available on T-Square
WT = WOVENText
Blank activity / discussion areas mean that we’re continuing a topic from the previous day

Introduction and Common First Week
Week

Day

Date

Reading

1

M

8/22

Recommended: WT, Ch. 1 (2-26)

W

8/24

WT, Ch. 2 (33-42) and Ch. 3 (43-81)

F

8/26

WT, Ch. 7 selection (144-151), Ch. 21 selection
(804-807)

M

8/29

WT, 82-94
http://io9.gizmodo.com/5638146/what-is-militaryscience-fiction

2

Activity or
Discussion Topic
Course
introduction and
syllabus review
Syllabus Q&A;
about multimodal
composition and
diagnostic video
assignment
About the rubric
and portfolio; Peer
review; Thoughts
on design and
script
Reflect on video
assignment; What
is (military)
science fiction?

Recommended: Introduction to The Seven Beauties
of Science Fiction (14-25 in PDF)
Reread: WT, Ch. 3 selection (77-80)

Assignment Due

Signed syllabus form;
Log in to the class
website and Piazza

Brainstorming for
diagnostic video

Multimodal diagnostic
video
Reflection due by
11:59 PM

Early Visions of Conflict: Pulp Science Fiction and Magazines
T

8/30

W

8/31

Read / lead #1 posts
due by 11:59 PM
The War of the Worlds, Book 1, Ch. 1. The Eve of
the War-Ch. 11. At the Window (1-39)
Recommended: David Seed, “The Course of
Empire: A Survey of the Imperial Theme in Early
Anglophone Science Fiction”

Th

9/1

Invasion, empire,
and the alien
“other” in early
science fiction

Read / lead
presentation #1

Read / lead #1
recording and
reflections due by
11:59 PM
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3

4

F

9/2

M
W

9/5
9/7

F

9/9

S

9/11

M

9/12

The War of the Worlds, Book 1, Ch. 12. What I Saw
of the Destruction of Weybridge and Shepperton-Ch.
17. The “Thunder-Child” (39-84)
NO CLASS
The War of the Worlds, Book 2, Ch. 1. Under FootCh. 6. The Work of Fifteen Days (85-110)
The War of the Worlds, Ch. 7. The Man on Putney
Hill-end (110-136)

Leslie Stone, “The Conquest of Gola”
Recommended: Brian Attebery, “The Conquest of
Gernsback: Leslie F. Stone and the Subversion of
Science Fiction Tropes”

T

W

About the close
reading blog

Concluding Wells;
reflect

Human invaders
and gendered war;
About the archival
project

9/13

9/14

Wells close reading
Reflection due by
11:59 PM
Read / lead #2 posts
due by 11:59 PM
Read / lead
presentation #2

Read / lead #2
recording and
reflections due by
11:59 PM

Judith Merril, “That Only a Mother”

Nuclear war on the
home front

Read / lead #3 posts
due by 11:59 PM
Read / lead
presentation #3

Recommended: Lisa Yaszek, “Chapter 3. Activists”

5

Th

9/15

F

9/16

M

9/19

WT, Ch. 20 (776-796)
Recommended: WT, MLA Supplement (829-869)

W

9/21

Archive visit #1
(meeting in library
archives) – What
is an archive?
Browse SF
magazines
Archive visit #2
(meeting in library
archives) – About
copyright; pick
your SF story and
scan it with
smartphone
Peer review and
workshop of
Omeka

Read / lead #3
recording and
reflections due by
11:59 PM
CATME survey

Archival project draft
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F

9/23

Reflection and
informal
presentations of
archived stories;
partners assigned
for comparative
essay

Final archival project
Reflection due by
11:59 PM

From the Military to Military Science Fiction: Heinlein and Haldeman
6

S

9/25

M

9/26

Starship Troopers, Ch: 01-Ch: 02 (1-51)
Recommended: David Seed, “Variations on a
Patriotic Theme: Robert A. Heinlein”

7

8

T

9/27

W

9/28

Starship Troopers, Ch: 03-Ch: 05 (52-97)

F
M
W
F

9/30
10/3
10/5
10/7

WT, Ch. 17 selection (610-612)
Starship Troopers, Ch: 06-Ch: 08 (98-153)
Starship Troopers, Ch: 09-Ch: 11 (154-210)
Starship Troopers, Ch:12 (211-257)
Starship Troopers, Ch: 13-end (258-335)

M
W

10/10
10/12

Th

10/13

F

10/14

Read / lead #4
recording and
reflections due by
11:59 PM

NO CLASS
Film: Starship Troopers
Recommended: WT, Ch. 8 (159-169), Ch. 9 (178197)

The Forever War, One-Twelve (3-58)
Recommended: H. Bruce Franklin, “The Vietnam
War as American Science Fiction and Fantasy”

9

Sa

10/15

M
W

10/17
10/19

Heinlein, the Cold
War, and the
arguable origins of
military sf

Read / lead #4 posts
due by 11:59 PM
Read / lead
presentation #4

About the
comparative essay

Concluding
Heinlein

Heinlein trope proposal

Multimodal
Heinlein – what
adaptation
changes; Thoughts
on group work

Haldeman, the
Vietnam War, and
reconfiguring
Heinlein’s tropes

Read / lead #5 posts
due by 11:59 PM
Read / lead
presentation #5

Read / lead #5
recording and
reflections due by
11:59 PM
The Forever War, Thirteen-Twenty (59-113)
The Forever War, Twenty-One-Twenty-Six (114160)
WT, Ch. 5 (123-128)

Thoughts on
multimodal
design; mini peer
review

Revisited trope
proposal
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10

11

F

10/21

M

10/24

The Forever War, Twenty-Seven-Thirty-One (163219)
The Forever War, Thirty-Two-End (220-265)

W

10/26

Recommended: WT, Ch. 18 selection (702-708)

F

10/28

NO CLASS – Partner meetings

M

10/31

WT, Ch. 19 selections (724-731, 756-763)
Recommended: WT, Ch. 10 (198-215), Ch. 11 (216228), Ch. 12 (229-240)

Concluding
Haldeman
Final presentation
groups assigned;
Peer review

Reflecting; About
final presentation;
Trailer screenings
and topic sign-up

Mockup and rough
draft of comparative
essay
Evidence of partner
meetings and polished
draft due by 11:59 PM
Final comparative
essay
Reflection due by
11:59 PM

From Speculation to Reality: Contemporary Science Fiction and the Future of the Military

12

13

W

11/2

Mark Jacobsen, “The Wasp Keepers” (War Stories
44-55)

F

11/4

Linda Nagata, “Light and Shadow” (War Stories
111-130)

M

11/7

James Sutter, “Suits” (War Stories 143-161)

W

11/9

Mike Barretta, “War Dog” (War Stories 187-199)

F

11/11

M

11/14

W

11/16

F

11/18

NO CLASS – Group meetings

Machine warfare,
drones, and their
psychological
impact
Mechanized
soldiers and
networks
Exosuits, again
Biological warfare
and its aftermath
Peer review and
group workshop

Annotated
bibliography

Loose presentation
outline
Evidence of group
meeting and rehearsal
recording due by 11:59
PM
Slides / scripts for all
groups
Military Futures
Presentations, Group
#1 and #2
Military Futures
Presentations, Group
#3 and #4
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14

M

11/21

Military Futures
Presentations, Group
#5
Final recording and
reflection due by 11:59
PM

W
F

11/23
11/25

NO CLASS
NO CLASS

Final Portfolio Workshops
15

16

M

11/28

W

11/30

F

12/2

M

12/5

Reread: WT, Ch. 7 selection (144-151)

Portfolio
workshop
Portfolio
workshop
Portfolio
workshop
Portfolio
workshop and
final class meeting

Bring files of all class
work and laptop
Portfolio progress
document
Bring files of all class
work and laptop
Self-review essay
rough draft

Concluding
thoughts

Final Portfolios Due (Date and Time Depends on Your Section)
F

12/9

M

12/12

Final portfolio due by
5:40 PM for Section E
Final portfolio due by
5:40 PM for Section P2
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Statement of Understanding
Please read, sign, and return this statement to Dr. Krafft by Wednesday, 8/24 (or the next class period
after your first day in the course, if you add later).
I affirm that I have read the entire syllabus and Common Policies for English 1102 and understand
the information and the responsibilities specified.
____________________________________________
Print full name
____________________________________________
Legible signature
____________________________________________
Date
DIRECTIONS: Read carefully and check all that apply.
 I give my instructor, Andrea Krafft, permission to use copies of the work I do for this course,
ENGL 1102, as examples in presentations and in print and electronic publications.
 I do not want my work used as examples in any situations.
If you give permission for your work to be used, please indicate how you want to be acknowledged:
 Please acknowledge me by my full name
 Please use my work, but do not acknowledge me by name.
The following information enables me to contact you if your work is used.
_________________________________________________________________________
Print full name
_________________________________________________________________________
Legible signature
_________________________________________________________________________
Print permanent home address
_________________________________________________________________________
Print campus address
_________________________________________________________________________
Cell and home phones
_________________________________________________________________________
School and home email addresses
_________________________________________________________________________
Date

